Introduction
============

The genus *Pan* consists of the two living species most closely related to humans: the chimpanzee (*Pan troglodytes, P. t.*) and the bonobo (*Pan paniscus, P. p.*). The study of their population structure and diversity allows us to infer their evolutionary history, which can be taken as a frame of reference for a better understanding of our own ([@evw124-B36]; [@evw124-B40]; [@evw124-B43]). Currently, four subspecies are recognized within chimpanzees and they are frequently denoted by their geographical ranges ([fig. 1*A*](#evw124-F1){ref-type="fig"}): (i) *P. t. verus* is the western chimpanzee, found in Senegal, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Mali, and Ivory Coast; (ii) *P. t. troglodytes* is the central subspecies, spread across Congo, Gabon, Central African Republic, Equatorial Guinea, and Cameroon; (iii) *P. t. schweinfurthii*, also known as the eastern chimpanzee, is located in Tanzania, Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo ([@evw124-B47]); and (iv) *P. t. ellioti*, is the Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzee, and although its establishment has been very controversial ([@evw124-B5]), the latest nuclear genome ([@evw124-B9]; [@evw124-B40]) as well as Y chromosome studies ([@evw124-B26]) have found clear evidence supporting its distinct identity. In contrast, bonobos are not classified in subspecies but three clades have been described based on mitochondrial DNA analysis ([@evw124-B56]) and they are found exclusively in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, separated from chimpanzees by the Congo River. Fig. 1.---(*A*) Geographical distribution of the genus *Pan* species and subspecies. (*B*) Neighbor-joining bootstrap consensus tree of the mitogenome of the 200 samples. The scale is in changes per base. The bootstrap values for each of the five clusters are all 100. (*C*) Median joining network of 11 *P. t. verus* indicating their geographical origin. Branch lengths are proportional to the amount of differences, symbolizing phylogenetic relations.

Mitochondrial DNA has been widely used in evolutionary studies due to its high mutation rate ([@evw124-B35]) and its absence of recombination; as such it represents a simple and highly informative genetic marker in natural populations over short time frames ([@evw124-B22]). Mitogenomes have suffered a strong selective pressure towards losing their genes, which have migrated to the nuclear genome, where they can be protected from the accumulation of deleterious mutations, or Muller's ratchet, by sexual reproduction and recombination ([@evw124-B51]). Along with the 13 oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) genes, whose protein products are organized in five (I--V) complexes, mammalian mitochondrial genomes maintain 12S and 16S rRNAs, 22 tRNAs, and what is called the D-loop, or control region, which contains the promoters for both strands and two hyper variable regions broadly used in phylogenetic research ([@evw124-B55]; [@evw124-B17]).

Over the past years, several studies have characterized the diversity and phylogeny of the genus *Pan* and other great apes ([@evw124-B47]; [@evw124-B56]; [@evw124-B7]; Fisher et al. 2011; [@evw124-B40]; [@evw124-B27]). However, the limited number of samples, the non-homogenous access to the whole spectrum of subspecies diversity and most importantly, the non-matched information for mitochondrial and nuclear genome sequences, has hindered a proper assessment of the evolutionary processes affecting *Pan* mitogenomes. In fact, the study with the highest total number of individuals was [@evw124-B27]) with 88 individuals, none of them with nuclear genome information. Only Fisher et al. (2011) contained nuclear sequences but this comparison was restricted to 150 kilobases (kbs).

Recent technological developments have made it much simpler to generate full genome datasets in humans ([@evw124-B50]) and closely related species ([@evw124-B40], [@evw124-B11]). This has motivated the development of methods to reconstruct mitochondrial sequences from WGS data, with MITObim ([@evw124-B25]) being the most powerful and recently published methodology. This software uses modules of the MIRA sequence assembler ([@evw124-B13]) to map the reads to a reference sequence based on conserved regions. The resulting contigs are subsequently used to retrieve overlapping reads and incorporate them in an iterative way to extend and complete the sequence. Although this approach proved useful and has a good accuracy rate (more than 99.5% for publication data and 99.38% for our data), it has limitations such as the inclusion of nuclear mitochondrial regions (NUMTs) into the final sequence or lower mapping efficiency in the start and end of the linearized mitogenome. In order to overcome these limitations, we developed a different approach, which we called mtArchitect (<http://www.biologiaevolutiva.org/tmarques/mtarchitect/>).

Considering both published and new mtArchitect reconstructed mitogenomes, this work gathers the largest dataset of complete mitochondrial sequences in the Pan genus, including 200 samples. We analyzed and compared mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, trying to infer the evolutionary forces and demographic changes that shaped the mitochondrial genome of the genus *Pan*.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Dataset
-------

A new set of 20 complete chimpanzee genomes was sequenced to a mean coverage of 25× from peripheral blood on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing platform ([supplementary table 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online) and their mitogenome was reconstructed with our new computational approach, mtArchitect (Genbank access numbers KU308529-KU308548) ([fig. 2](#evw124-F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we added de novo mitochondrial genome reconstructions from whole genome data of 32 individuals ([@evw124-B40]) (Genbank access nos. KX211928--KX211959) and we merged data from previously published articles ([@evw124-B47]; [@evw124-B56]; [@evw124-B7]; Fisher et al. 2011; [@evw124-B27]). To avoid the presence of redundant sequences from relatives in our dataset, we looked for matrilineally related individuals in the studbooks ([@evw124-B12]; [@evw124-B44]) and eliminated the sample with the lowest quality of each corresponding pair. Because many samples did not have any family information, we aligned each subset against the rest using BLAST ([@evw124-B10]). As identical sequences most likely come from the same individual or from closely related individuals we removed the inferior of each pair. Fig. 2.---mtArchitect overview. (1) Whole genome sequencing reads are mapped to a standard mitochondrial reference sequence with low stringency parameters to retrieve mitochondrial reads. (2) and (3) After these reads are mapped with regular parameters to the reference, SNPs are called and incorporated into the reference, creating a new specific sequence. This step is iterative in order that the newly incorporated SNPs favour the mapping of more reads at each iteration. (4) The final modified reference start is shifted 8 kb so that the highly polymorphic D-loop is centred and more reads covering it can be retrieved. (5) All whole genome-sequencing reads are mapped to both modified references. (6) The final set of reads is subsampled up to 150× and a de novo assembly is performed 20 times for each modified reference. (7) The final sequence is constructed from the consensus of the 40 assemblies.

The final dataset of complete mitogenomes (18 *P. t. ellioti*, 40 *P. t. schweinfurthii*, 59 *P. t. troglodytes*, 38 *P. t. verus*, 43 *P. paniscus*, and the NCBI references for both chimpanzee and bonobo ([table 1](#evw124-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online)) was aligned to the chimpanzee NCBI reference sequence (NC001643) using MAFFT 7.130b ([@evw124-B28]). Neighbor joining trees of whole mitochondrial genomes, coding regions and D-loops were constructed using MAFFT with 1,000 bootstrap repetitions and were edited with FigTree v1.4.0 (<http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/>). The similarity of the trees was assessed by calculating the linear correlation coefficient (*r*) between the distance matrices obtained for each alignment with ClustalW2 ([@evw124-B31]). Table 1Summary table of the individuals included in this study. Data were gathered from six published articles. Phase I samples are 5 unpublished mitochondrial newly reconstructed sequences from [@evw124-B40]) and Phase II are the 20 newly sequenced, unpublished and reconstructed samples. NCBI samples are chimpanzee and bonobo references (NC001643 and NC001644) and Jenny (X93335), a *P. t. verus* from [@evw124-B1])SubspeciesSource[@evw124-B47][@evw124-B56][@evw124-B7][@evw124-B20][@evw124-B40][@evw124-B27]Phase IPhase IINCBITOTAL*Pan paniscus*---7---20124------144*P. t. ellioti*1---345---5------18*P. t. schweinfurthii*1---61765---5---40*P. t. troglodytes*1---1216421---5---59*P. t. verus*4---11359---5239Total77227032395153**200**

Algorithm Overview
------------------

We have developed a new approach to reconstruct the complete mitochondrial genomes from whole genome sequencing data ([fig. 2](#evw124-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The reconstruction is based on a two-stage read capture and assembly approach.

In the first stage, a sample-specific modified mitochondrial sequence is created. To do this, we first determine a pool of mitochondrial reads by mapping the whole genome paired-end data to a mitochondrial reference genome with Burrows--Wheeler Alignment tool (BWA) ([@evw124-B33]). This baiting step is run with low stringency parameters (bwa mem --A 4) and paired-end reads with only one of the reads mapped are also retrieved and included in the set using SAMtools ([@evw124-B34]) (samtools view --f 4 --F 8), which allows the capture of a wide range of reads. Once the mitochondrial read pool is defined, an iterative process is performed to capture more distant reads. The collected reads are mapped to the mitochondrial reference genome (bwa mem). Variants are then called (samtools mpileup --L 1,000 --d 1,000 --C50) and applied to the reference sequence with Vcftools ([@evw124-B14]) (vcf-consensus function). This way, only well-supported variants are introduced into the reference, preventing a non-ending cycle of variants being called at the same position as well as the inclusion of NUMTs into the final sequence. This iterative strategy maximizes the number of captured reads in highly variable regions because the incorporation of variants allows the mapping of previously unmapped reads, generating a new reference that represents the sequenced mitochondrial genome much more accurately than the initial reference. Finally, in order to increase the number of captured reads at the ends of this reference and taking advantage of the circularity of the mitochondrial genome, WGS reads are mapped (bwa mem) to a further-modified mitochondrial sequence obtained by shifting the start 8 kbs towards the middle of the mitogenome. From the set of reads captured up to this step, only high-quality paired-end reads are kept by retaining read pairs only if both reads are mapped, properly paired and with a mapping quality higher than 50 (samtools view --f 2 --q 50). Moreover, paired-end pairs with at least one read having a median Phred quality score lower than 32 are discarded.

In the second stage, the final set of reads is sub-sampled to have at most 150-fold depth of coverage and Hapsembler 1.1 is used to construct contigs ([@evw124-B15]) (-p Illumina -t 4 -d no --PHRED_OFFSET 33 --MIN_CONTIG_SIZE 1000 --EPSILON 0.05). This random sub-sampling and contig construction is performed 20 times on both the standard and the shifted-origin sample-specific reference sequences. In this way, the random representation of reads that could lead to problems such as the incorporation of NUMTs into the assembly is solved, as the NUMT reads are expected to be less than 1% of retrieved reads. At each of the 40 de novo assemblies, the contigs are oriented using local alignments to the corresponding reference (BLAST) and joined using MAFFT 7.130b. N's are incorporated in existing gaps and those sites remaining unresolved due to differences in overlapping contigs. Finally, the reconstructed mitogenome is built from the consensus of the 40 de novo assemblies.

Comparisons Between mtArchitect, PCR, and MITObim
-------------------------------------------------

In order to test the accuracy of our method we compared mtArchitect reconstructions with 10 mitochondrial sequences obtained by long-range PCR, eight from [@evw124-B27]) and two from [@evw124-B20]). We reconstructed the mitogenomes of the same five bonobos and five chimpanzees with mtArchitect and aligned them to their corresponding PCR sequence using ClustalW2. All the mitochondrial genomes of these 10 individuals were also reconstructed using MITObim 1.7 standard commands (Mitobim.pl --start 0 --end 10) and --quick option, given the existence of reference sequences for both bonobo and chimpanzee.

Genetic Diversity
-----------------

Genetic diversity analyses were performed using our full dataset and were compared with a similar dataset of *Homo sapiens* mitochondrial sequences (200 African and 200 European individuals) randomly obtained from MitoTool ([@evw124-B19]). Intraspecific and interspecific nucleotide pairwise distances (nucleotide diversity, *π*, [@evw124-B38]) of complete mitogenomes were calculated using MEGA 6.06 ([@evw124-B49]). To compare mitochondrial with nuclear variation, chromosome 21 pairwise distances were also calculated with data from [@evw124-B40]), using R ([@evw124-B41]). The mitochondrial multifasta alignment was divided in gene sequences using Jalview 2 ([@evw124-B52]), maintaining the reading frame. Interpopulational ϕst values, the number of segregating sites (S), Tajima's *D* ([@evw124-B48]), and Fu's *F~s~* ([@evw124-B21]) were obtained for each gene and for the whole mitogenome of each subset using Arlequin ([@evw124-B18]). The *π*~A~/*π*~S~ indexes were calculated with DNAsp 5.10.01 ([@evw124-B32]) and a phylogenetic network of 11 *P. t. verus* was obtained with Network ([@evw124-B2]).

Demographic History
-------------------

Two alternative models of the genealogical relationships among species and subspecies of the genus Pan were tested through Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) ([@evw124-B4]; for a review see e.g. [@evw124-B6]). Under Model 1 an initial divergence event separating the *Pan paniscus/Pan troglodytes* clades is followed by the divergence of the *P. t. verus/P. t. ellioti* clade from the *P. t. troglodytes/P. t. schweinfurthii* one. Subsequently, two divergence events separate the subspecies within each clade. Model 2 is also characterized by a first divergence event separating *Pan paniscus* from all *Pan troglodytes* subspecies, but in the second divergence event *P. t. verus* detaches first from all others, followed by *P. t. ellioti* and eventually by the separation of *P. t. troglodytes* from *P. t. schweinfurthii.* According to previous studies ([@evw124-B47]; [@evw124-B7]; [@evw124-B40]), in Model 1 the divergence between *P. t. verus* and *P. t. ellioti* was set to precede the one separating *P. t. troglodytes* and *P. t. schweinfurthii* ([supplementary fig. 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online).

For this analysis, the control regions of the 198 samples were used, removing missing data, gaps and length polymorphisms to focus on potentially neutrally evolving sites. We generated 500,000 gene genealogies for each model by coalescent simulation with ABCtoolbox ([@evw124-B54]). The prior distributions were all uniform (population sizes between 250 and 100,000 individuals; mutation rates between 1×10^−7^ and 5×10^−5^ per site per generation for the whole mitochondrial sequence; first population split between 50 and 50,000 generations ago; following splits separated from the previous one by a minimum of 10 to a maximum of 50,000 generations. The number of segregating sites (*S*), the number of different haplotypes (*k*), haplotype diversity (H), Tajima's *D*, intra- and inter-mean number of pairwise differences (MNPD), and pairwise *F*~st~ were calculated for the observed and simulated data. The summary statistics were selected for model choice by applying Kolmogorov--Smirnov (KS) test, as implemented in R, to each summary statistic at 10 random subsets of 10,000 simulations from each model. They were ranked based on the resulting *P value* and the first 10 summary statistics overlapping among the 10 random subsets were chosen. To calculate each model's posterior probability we used a weighted multinomial logistic regression (LR) ([@evw124-B3]) using R scripts from <https://code.google.com/archive/p/popabc/>, modified by S.G. and A.B. To evaluate the stability of the posterior probabilities, we fixed different thresholds of retained simulations ([supplementary fig. 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online). Type I Error and the rate of true and false positives were estimated by generating 1,000 pseudo-observed datasets according to each model analyzed, with parameter values randomly chosen from the corresponding prior distributions.

Further, we inferred the demographic history by Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) with BEAST 2 v.2.1.3 ([@evw124-B8]). Alignments with four partitions (coding region sites 1 + 2, coding region sites 3, rRNAs and the D-loop; as found most appropriate by [@evw124-B16]) excluding all gaps and ambiguous nucleotides, were used to infer the divergence times between the lineages, changes in their effective population sizes (*N~e~*), and the mutation rates (*μ*) of each partition. The substitution model for each subspecies was chosen with PartitionFinder ([@evw124-B29]), and the model was optimized with Path Sampler by changing one parameter each run. The previously estimated divergence time between chimpanzees and bonobos, 1.2 million years ago ([@evw124-B27]; [@evw124-B40]) with a standard deviation of 0.17, was used as a root time calibration, allowing the estimation of absolute divergence times. To calculate the *N~e~*, the generation time used was 24.63 years ([@evw124-B30]). Gene *ND6* was not excluded from the final analysis as test runs showed that its inclusion or exclusion does not affect the results significantly. Also, despite being the only coding gene on the light strand of the mitochondrial genome, both synonymous and non-synonymous mutation rates at this gene are similar to those of other mitochondrial coding genes ([@evw124-B45]). The MCMC length necessary to obtain effective sample sizes bigger than 200 was from 10 to 30 million steps. Every chain was run twice independently to check the consistency and the results were summarized with Tracer v1.6 ([@evw124-B42]).

Results
=======

The quality of mtArchitect reconstructions was assessed by comparing our computational reconstructions to sequences obtained by applying PCR-based procedures to a subset of 10 individuals. This comparison showed a mean identity of 99.96% (fewer than three errors per mitochondrial genome), whereas MITObim had an identity of 99.41% (more than 90 errors). Even though our method performs better than MITObim for the more complicated D-loop region (99.74% vs. 95.65%), this remains a major source of errors, constituting the 62% of the mistakes ([supplementary table 2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) and [supplementary fig. 2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online), seemingly by way of the elevated concentration of variants. We also found that mtArchitect performs well even when the only available reference mitogenome is highly divergent from the species of interest. Our analyses suggest that mtArchitect reconstructions are accurate when using a reference with up to 13% divergence ([supplementary fig. 3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online).

We used mtArchitect to reconstruct the mitochondrial genomes of 20 newly sequenced chimpanzee individuals. After joining them with sequences from previous studies, we selected a total of 200 samples ([table 1](#evw124-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary table 1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online). The phylogenetic topologies of the complete mitochondrial genome, coding regions and D-loop neighbour joining trees are very similar ([fig. 1*B*](#evw124-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. 4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online), particularly the complete and coding trees, which maintain almost all the substructure, with a linear correlation coefficient of 0.99 between their distance matrices. The D-loop tree differs in individual and small clusters connections (*r* = 0.90 with the coding tree). All trees show the chimpanzee and bonobo separation, the subdivision of chimpanzees in four subspecies (providing strong evidence for the split of the Nigeria--Cameroon chimpanzee from all other subspecies) as well as the presence of three distinct clades within bonobos ([@evw124-B56]). These clustering patterns in the chimpanzee support the two-clade distribution (western vs. east) as previously suggested ([@evw124-B40]). Surprisingly, the chimpanzee and the bonobo NCBI references cluster with different subgroups in the coding and D-loop trees. Because they are the only samples presenting this pattern, this suggests that the complete reference sequences might have been constructed from more than one individual, as mentioned by [@evw124-B56]) for bonobos. As this can bias diversity estimations, references were not included in subsequent analyses.

The available geographic location of some of the samples allowed us to explore to which extent we could observe stratification by geographic origin. We found no correlation between mitochondrial genotypes and geographical origin within chimpanzee subspecies (exemplified in Western chimpanzees, [fig. 1*C*](#evw124-F1){ref-type="fig"}). This result is perhaps the product of maternal inheritance of the mitochondrial genome, its lack of recombination and the social organization of the genus *Pan*: in both species, males typically spend their entire lives in their natal communities, and females commonly transfer to neighbouring groups during adolescence ([@evw124-B23]; [@evw124-B37]). This social structure would naturally lead to a larger spread of mitochondrial haplogroups within the subspecies than for the nuclear genome.

We then compared two divergence models by ABC. Model 1, in which, after the separation of chimps from bonobos, the first divergence event separated a Central-Western clade from a Central-Eastern clade, received the strongest support, having a posterior probability of 76%. Considering a probability threshold of 0.5, we found that the type I Error was always ≤ 0.23 ([supplementary table 3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online). Thus, the models appear to be reasonably well recognized as the probability to identify the correct model is approximately three-fold as large as the probability of Type I error, even when the probability threshold is 0.5. When higher probability thresholds were considered, the increase of the Type I Error probability is not due to an incorrect attribution of the model but to the fact that it was not possible to assign support to either model. Model 1 appears roughly three-fold as likely as the alternative Model 2 as a description of *Pan* demographic history.

The demographic history estimated via ABC was confirmed by BEAST 2. The demographic parameters estimated with BEAST 2 are consistent among runs, resulting in a divergence time of 1.15 million years ago (Mya) between the ancestor of the four chimpanzee subspecies and bonobos and 0.59 Mya between central + eastern and western + Nigeria-Cameroon branches. As in previous studies ([@evw124-B40]; [@evw124-B27]), the divergence between Nigeria-Cameroon and western chimpanzees appears to be older (0.32 Mya) than the divergence of central and eastern subspecies (0.16 Mya) ([fig. 3*A*](#evw124-F3){ref-type="fig"}). The effective population size (Ne) estimated from the mitochondrial genomes ([fig. 3*B*](#evw124-F3){ref-type="fig"}) show that bonobos, and West-African chimpanzees (*P. t. verus* and *P. t. ellioti*), have a more stable recent demographic history, whereas the eastern and the central chimpanzee have experienced an increase in their effective population sizes. Eastern chimpanzees have experienced a moderate expansion, whereas central chimpanzees have a more explosive expansion, with a fold change in *N*~e~ of 7 and 20, respectively. Fig. 3.---(*A*) Nuclear and mitochondrial divergence times. Nuclear divergence times are represented by the blue tree and the mitochondrial times by the black tree. (*B*) Inferred historical effective population size (*N*~e~) of each population.

To investigate possible evolutionary constraints over mitochondrial genes we calculated mitochondrial genes *π*~A~/*π*~S~ ratios grouped by OXPHOS complex to facilitate the interpretation of the results ([supplementary table 4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) and [supplementary fig. 5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1) online). We found evidence of strong purifying selection acting over most of the complexes in *Pan* (median of 0.122). *Homo* has similar *π*~A~/*π*~S~ values for complexes III and IV, but it shows evidence of a relaxation of selective constraint in complexes I and V (median *π*~A~/*π*~S~ is around four-fold higher than in *Pan*). Also, the low *π*~A~/*π*~S~ ratio of complex III in western chimpanzee (0.029) stands out (median of the other subspecies is 0.175), suggesting a very strong purifying selection unique to this subspecies. Moreover, consistent with BEAST 2 results, Tajima's *D* and Fu's *F~s~* test statistics rejected neutrality for eastern and central chimpanzee mitochondrial genome, irrespectively of whether the D-loop sequence was, or was not, considered ([table 2](#evw124-T2){ref-type="table"}), but this was not always the case for Nigeria-Cameroon. To gain insight into the evolutionary processes, these tests were also individually performed for each gene of each subset ([supplementary table 5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw124/-/DC1)). This way, eastern and central chimpanzees have several genes with significantly negative Tajima's *D* (*P* value \< 0.05) and all of their genes show significantly negative Fu's *F~s~* values, whereas there are no significant tests for any other subset. Table 2Diversity statistics. For each (sub)species (D-loop, coding and complete mitochondrial genome) we report the number of individuals (N), the number of haplotypes (k), the number of segregating sites (S), Tajima's *D* (D) and Fu's *F~s~* statistics, mitochondrial diversity (π) (with its standard deviation (SD)), haplotype diversity (H) and mean number of pairwise differences (MNPD)*NkSD*D *P* value*F*s*F*s *P* value*π* (SD)*H* (SD)MNPD (SD)Dloop*P. t. schweinfurthii*4036101−1.887080.0121−22.7147700.010992 (0.005653)0.9949 (0.0069)11.508974 (5.328178)*P. t. troglodytes*5953153−0.984070.1628−23.717420.00020.022666 (0.011210)0.9930 (0.0061)23.731151 (10.582534)*P. t. ellioti*181568−1.070010.1318−2.308470.14310.014027 (0.007368)0.9739 (0.0293)14.686275 (6.898381)*P. t. verus*38331100.636720.7951−6.166830.03990.029312 (0.014543)0.9929 (0.0077)30.689900 (13.703112)*P. paniscus*4328850.234290.6736−2.146330.260.019982 (0.009988)0.9723 (0.0121)20.921373 (9.417391)Coding region*P. t. schweinfurthii*4038287−2.128460.0028−13.453850.00170.001889 (0.000937)0.9974 (0.0063)28.971795 (12.939033)*P. t. troglodytes*5957550−1.809450.0111−16.486610.00110.003816 (0.001853)0.9988 (0.0034)58.515488 (25.629206)*P. t.ellioti*1818161−1.348430.0691−4.085190.03210.002080 (0.001065)1.0000 (0.0185)31.895425 (14.605480)*P. t. verus*38342750.773920.837−1.691940.25530.005148 (0.002517)0.9900 (0.0105)78.944523 (34.744269)*P. paniscus*4336331−0.190180.4855−0.935660.38320.004732 (0.002308)0.9900 (0.0078)72.569214 (31.879795)Complete mitogenome*P. t. schweinfurthii*4038388−2.080280.0044−9.66450.0070.002471 (0.001217)0.9974 (0.0063)40.480769 (17.952297)*P. t. troglodytes*5957703−1.635360.023−11.661090.0060.005020 (0.002430)0.9988 (0.0034)82.246639 (35.893197)*P. t. ellioti*1818229−1.275990.0887−2.881980.0610.002843 (0.001446)1.0000 (0.0185)46.581699 (21.180277)*P. t. verus*38363850.739750.8305−2.393120.1530.006692 (0.003264)0.9972 (0.0068)109.634424 (48.125356)*P. paniscus*4340416−0.10240.5271−3.15760.1220.005707 (0.002778)0.9967 (0.0059)93.490587 (40.977571)

Nucleotide diversity, *π*, shows a wide diversity in all *Pan* members, all of them being more diverse than European humans ([fig. 4*A*](#evw124-F4){ref-type="fig"}), whereas African human populations fall within their variability. Bonobos and western chimpanzees show the most diverse mitogenomes and eastern and Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzees have about half their diversity, as previously reported ([@evw124-B47]; [@evw124-B20]). The advantage of our approach is that we can compare for the first time genome-wide diversity with mitochondrial diversity. The difference in mitochondrial and nuclear *π* heat map scales ([fig. 4*C*](#evw124-F4){ref-type="fig"}) illustrates the lower diversity of the nuclear genome, which is most likely a result of its lower mutation rate and the smaller proportion of neutrally evolving sites in mitochondrial genomes. In nuclear DNA, we observe a range from 0.08% of mean variation within bonobos up to 0.41% between them and western chimpanzees, whereas the mitochondrial genome ranges from a 0.3% of intraspecific changes in eastern chimpanzees to a 4.05% between bonobos and central chimpanzees, resulting in an average range of 50--675 differences per mitochondrial genome. The comparison of nuclear versus mitochondrial diversities (first panel in [fig. 4*B*](#evw124-F4){ref-type="fig"}) shows that bonobos and western chimpanzees have the most diverse mitochondrial genome but the least diverse nuclear genome. Eastern and the Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzees have the opposite pattern, that is, low mitochondrial diversities and high nuclear diversities. This is evidenced by the low correlation coefficient between mitochondrial and nuclear *π* (*r*=−0.61). This seems to be caused mostly by the central chimpanzees, because excluding them, both variables present a high and negative correlation (*r*=−0.97). To explore if these differences were caused by female demographic history being different from that of males, we looked at X chromosome diversity (third panel in [fig. 4*B*](#evw124-F4){ref-type="fig"}) and we found that it poorly correlates with mitochondrial diversity (*r* = 0.33), being western chimpanzees the outlier group in this case. Fig. 4.---(*A*) Nucleotide diversity of each (sub)species, African human samples and European human samples. Coloured boxes span from the first to the third quartile and the segment inside them is the median. The vertical lines mark the maximum and minimum values (excluding outliers) and the outliers are represented by dots. (*B*) Correlation of mitochondrial (Mt) diversity (π) with autosomal (Aut) and X chromosome (ChrX) diversity. (*C*) Heat maps of intraspecific and interspecific pairwise nucleotide diversity at the mitochondrial and nuclear genome calculated for the samples from [@evw124-B40]. Note that the scale values of mitogenomes are 10-fold the values of nuclear data.

Further, all interpopulational φst values were smaller than 0.005 ([table 3](#evw124-T3){ref-type="table"}), illustrating that most of the diversity resides within each subspecies rather than between them ([table 4](#evw124-T4){ref-type="table"}). Table 3Inter sub(species) ϕst values. The ϕst value for each pair of (sub)species is shown*P. paniscusP. t. elliotiP. t. schweinfurthiiP. t. troglodytesP. t. verusP. paniscus*0------------*P. t. ellioti*0.003280---------*P. t. schweinfurthii*0.00439\*\*0.001260------*P. t. troglodytes*0.00374\*\*\*0.000610.00180---*P. t. verus*0.0046\*\*0.001470.00264\*0.002\*0[^4] Table 4Mitochondrial mutation rates (substitutions/site/year). The mean and 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals of mitochondrial mutation rates obtained in this study, [@evw124-B16]) and [@evw124-B27] are shown for the mitogenome and its four partitions: The D-loop, concatenated ribosomal RNA (rRNA) sequences, first and second positions of gene coding codons (PC1 + 2) and the third position of gene coding codons (PC3)This study[@evw124-B16])[@evw124-B27]Mean95% HPDMean95% HPDMean95% HPDWhole2.49×10^−8^\[1.75×10^−8^--3.32×10^−8^\]9.66×10^−8^\[7.35×10^−8^--1.16×10^−7^\]2.69 × 10^−8^1.73 × 10^−8^--3.84 × 10−8D-loop6.27×10^−8^\[3.83×10^−8^--9.14×10^−8^\]3.02×10^−7^\[2.23×10^−7^--3.73×10^−7^\]2.09 × 10^−7^1.08 × 10−7--3.29 × 10^−7^rRNA4.58×10^−9^\[2.56×10^−9^--6.9×10^−9^\]2.21×10^−8^\[1.13×10^−8^--3.24×10^−8^\]1.29 × 10^−8^7.04 ×10^−9^--2.05 × 10^−8^PC1 + 21.15×10^−8^\[7.71×10^−9^--1.56×10^−8^\]1.11×10^−8^\[7.23×10^−9^--1.53×10^−8^\]9.38 × 10^−9^5.37 × 10^−9^--1.51 × 10^−8^PC35×10^−8^\[3.47×10^−8^--6.8×10^−8^\]5.09×10^−8^\[3.44×10^−8^--6.80×10^−8^\]4.83 × 10^−8^2.63 × 10^−8^--7.51 × 10^−8^

Discussion
==========

Traditionally, mitochondrial genomes have been sequenced by long-range PCR, but today next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have created the need for a new technique to accurately reconstruct mitochondrial genomes from whole genome sequencing reads. The problem of reconstructing a mitochondrial sequence using a closely related reference is the need for flexibility in mapping to highly variable regions whereas at the same time, ensuring some stringency so that no false variants are incorporated, particularly those arising from NUMTs. Here, we validate a new pipeline, mtArchitect, which reconstructs sequences with higher precision than other published methods. The main advantage of our approach is the combination of low stringency mapping with a de novo assembly strategy. This allows mtArchitect to incorporate all the existing variability, when introducing very few mistakes. Furthermore, the D-loop, the most variable region, is usually situated at one end of the reference and moving it to the centre markedly helps resolve local variation. Also, avoiding the incorporation of NUMTs into the final sequence, a problem that arises when using WGS data, can be achieved only by incorporating the most common allele at potentially heterozygous positions. Given that the ratio of mitochondrial to nuclear DNA is usually higher than 100 to 1 this allows us to use a majority rule in allele selection. Further, some of the differences between mtArchitect reconstructions and the PCR sequences are shared with MITObim. We cannot assess whether these discrepancies manifest PCR mistakes or sequencing or reconstructing errors.

The application of our algorithm revealed interesting features of the chimpanzee mitogenome. First, the NCBI references cluster with different subgroups depending on which part of the mitochondrial genome is used to construct the tree, the coding region or the D-loop. Hence, there is reason to believe the NCBI reference was generated from more than one individual as previously reported for bonobos ([@evw124-B56]). It would be advisable to use other sequences as NCBI references. We suggest our reconstructions of Clint and Bono (KX211957 and KX211936) as the new mitogenome reference sequences for chimpanzee and bonobo, respectively. Currently, there is only one NCBI reference for chimpanzees, a western chimpanzee, but in light of the divergence between subspecies, which reaches 2.16% between central and western chimpanzees, it would be recommendable to establish a mitochondrial reference for each *Pan troglodytes* subspecies, including *P. t. ellioti*, the Nigeria-Cameroon subspecies. The bootstrap value in this study (100 in complete and coding trees; 95 in D-loops tree) provides support for the *P. t. ellioti* subspecies designation, as do well-established conclusions based on nuclear data ([@evw124-B9]; [@evw124-B40]).

The divergence time between bonobos and chimpanzees (*P. paniscus* and *P. troglodytes*) has been estimated using varying types of genetic data. From nuclear data, it has been inferred to be from 1.56 Mya using microsatellites ([@evw124-B5]) to ≈1.8 Mya from multilocus polymorphisms ([@evw124-B40]). From the non-recombining portion of the Y chromosome (NRY), it was estimated to be 1.8 Mya ([@evw124-B46]). Recently, it has also been inferred from the male-specific region of the Y chromosome (MSY) at 1.57 Mya ([@evw124-B39]). Here we estimated the divergence time between bonobos and chimpanzees from mitogenomes to be 1.15 \[0.81--1.49\] which is more recent than the nuclear estimates. This may be explained by the smaller effective population size of mitochondrial genomes (¾ the nuclear Ne) and the saturation of variants produced by its higher mutation rate resulting in a compression of the basal branches. As for the divergence between the subspecies, the ABC analysis showed that the most probable model for chimpanzee sub-speciation is one in which the Central-Western and Central-Eastern clades separate first, followed by the split between the western subspecies, *P. t. verus* and *P. t. ellioti*, and ending with the division of the eastern clade into *P. t. troglodytes* and *P. t. schweinfurthii*. This result is in agreement with the MCMC analysis with BEAST 2, that estimated the dates of these events to be 0.59 Mya \[0.41--0.78\], 0.32 Mya \[0.22--0.43\], and 0.16 Mya \[0.17--0.34\]. This dates are very close to the ones obtained in [@evw124-B27]) but are more recent than others, which estimated the divergence of bonobos and chimpanzees from 1.94 to 2.1 ([@evw124-B47]; [@evw124-B7]; [@evw124-B39]). This difference could be due to the selection of different calibration points. Whereas these studies used the Homo-Pan divergence, we used the divergence between bonobos and chimpanzees as the calibration point, alike in [@evw124-B27]). With respect to the variation in effective population size over time, our analysis with BEAST 2 indicates the occurrence of a recent expansion of central and eastern populations. This conclusion is also supported by the observed excess of rare variants illustrated by the significantly negative Tajima's *D* and Fu's *F~s~* values for these same subspecies. The poor correlation between X chromosome and mitochondrial π discards the possibility of female population dynamics accounting for these patterns. The question of whether these signals are a result of processes affecting only the mitochondria or affecting the whole populations is rather complex. Previous analyses of nuclear data also suggest that the eastern subspecies has indeed expanded ([@evw124-B53]; [@evw124-B40]), perhaps by a factor of 8. In contrast, the population expansion exhibited at the nuclear genome by central chimpanzees is not as strong. As the recombination and slower mutation rate make the nuclear genome less sensitive to recent population dynamics, perhaps the absence of that signal is a product of the more limited power in nuclear genome studies. Nevertheless, given the absence of recombination, mitogenomes are more prone to be subject of hitchhiking or background selection, and as these processes produce an excess of rare variants that would result in the signals we observe, they cannot be discarded as explanatory variables for chimpanzee mitochondrial diversity. Further analyses combining mitochondrial and nuclear sequences, including explicit tests of phylogenetic and demographic models, are needed to cast light upon these phenomena.
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